
 Keyboard Shortcuts Are Cool 
 Save a  month  of your life using keyboard shortcuts* 

 Shortcut  Function 

 ALT + TAB  Cycle through open windows/applications FORWARD 

 ALT + SHIFT + TAB  Cycle through open windows/applications BACKWARD 

 ALT+ F4  Close a window (use at the end of the day to rapid-fire close apps) 

 HOME/END  Go to the Beginning (or End) of a line or list 

 Pg Up/Pg Dn  Scroll screen-by-screen (best with long documents/web pages) 

 CTRL + Z  Undo 

 CTRL + Y  Redo 

 CTRL + A  Select All 

 CTRL + →  Jump one word at a time FORWARD 

 CTRL + ←  Jump one word at a time BACKWARDS 

 CTRL + SHIFT + →  Select one word at a time 

 TAB  Cycle through fields on a screen FORWARD 

 SHIFT + TAB  Cycle through fields on a screen BACKWARD 

 ⊞  + D  Show Desktop 

 ⊞  + SHIFT + S  Take a picture of a portion of your screen 

 ⊞ = The “Windows” key on the keyboard 

 *The Math  : Saving 4 seconds every minute by using keyboard shortcuts = 240 seconds (4 minutes) saved every hour. (6.6% of an 
 hour). Over a 28-hour work week = 6720 seconds are saved = 112 minutes = 1.8 hours per week = 90 hours a year =  11.25 8-hour 
 days saved  !  (NB: I realize most offices are not using the computer every minute that staff is working, but you get the idea) 
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 INNATE Shortcuts Hot Tips 

 Shortcut  Function 

 ARRIVALS Queue  Clear the Departure Zone: Right-click choose  “  Clear  Departure 
 Zone  ” 

 Flow Jumps:  Right-click a patient name  to quickly move them 
 through Flow or change their Appointment Type 

 CONTROL PANEL  Change the FaceMatch sensitivity 

 FULL Mode  Use the days of the week grid on  Visit Services  window (Check Out) 
 to quickly reschedule a patient 
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